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B R I B E R Y

No Legislation Necessary: A Five-Part Test
To Negate Corporate Criminal Liability in FCPA Cases

BY WILLIAM B. JACOBSON

‘‘F CPA Reform!’’ has been the battle cry of pro-
business advocates for the past 18 months.
Members of Congress, the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce, media outlets, and private practitioners
have all weighed in with various proposals to fix what
they think ails U.S. business relative to the FCPA.1 And

the calls for reform do not appear to be subsiding.2

However, there is no need to tinker with the statute. In-
stead, the Department of Justice could, and should, ex-
ercise its prosecutorial discretion and commit to not
bringing FCPA-related criminal charges against compa-
nies that have done all they could to curb corruption
within their midst and to cooperate with the govern-
ment when corruption is discovered. Such a policy
would serve both government and corporate interests
by, among other things, bringing more cases to the at-
tention of the government, facilitating more prosecu-
tions of individuals, and deterring future violations
while at the same time bringing predictability to the
prosecutorial process and rewarding responsible com-
panies.

Proposed Prosecutorial Policy
The following five-part test would serve the govern-

ment and business equally well in relation to bringing
and facing criminal charges under the FCPA. If a com-
pany meets each element of this test, DOJ policy should
state that the company will not be charged (including
by deferred or nonprosecution agreements).

1 See, e.g., T. Markus Funk and M. Bridget Minder, The
FCPA in 2011 and Beyond: Is Targeted FCPA Reform Really
the ‘‘Wrong Thing at the Wrong Time’’?, BLOOMBERG LAW RE-
PORTS: CORPORATE AND M&A LAW (Dec. 29, 2011); U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, Restoring Balance: Proposed Amendments to
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (October 2010).

2 In November 2011, Assistant Attorney General Lanny
Breuer, head of DOJ’s Criminal Division, stated that DOJ is
planning to release guidance on FCPA enforcement in 2012.
Breuer, address at the 26th National Conference on the For-
eign Corrupt Practices Act (Nov. 8, 2011), available at http://
www.justice.gov/criminal/pr/speeches/2011/crm-speech-
111108.html. In February, Sens. Amy Klobuchar (D. Minn.)
and Chris Coons (D. Del.) questioned Attorney General Eric
Holder during a congressional hearing about the proposed
guidance and indicated that they planned to introduce legisla-
tion clarifying portions of the statute. C.M. Matthews, Coons,
Klobuchar Press Holder on FCPA Guidance, WALL ST. J. BLOG:
CORRUPTION CURRENTS (Feb. 16, 2012, 5:21 p.m.), http://
blogs.wsj.com/corruption-currents/2012/02/16/coons-
klobuchar-press-holder-on-fcpa-guidance/?mod=google_
news_blog.
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(1) The company must voluntarily disclose the
violation.

s As an initial matter, the company would have to
voluntarily disclose the potential violation to the
government. This would not mean, however, that
the company loses the benefits of this policy if, un-
beknownst to the company, a whistleblower has
beaten it to the punch. In this instance, the com-
pany should still be credited with a voluntary dis-
closure as long as its intent was to voluntarily dis-
close.

s However, a company would lose voluntary-
discloser status if the potential violation became a
matter of public record, such as through a media
article or a lawsuit, prior to the company disclosing
the potential violation to the government.

s DOJ could also apply a temporal criterion to deter-
mine what would be considered a valid voluntary
disclosure. For example, DOJ might require that
the disclosure be made within three or four months
of the company learning of the potential violation.
This would give the company sufficient time to in-
vestigate the facts at hand but would also mean the
company would be presenting DOJ with a rela-
tively fresh case.

(2) The potential breach did not include illegal
conduct by senior leaders within the company.

s Many believe that a company should never be able
to escape prosecution if its senior leaders were in-
volved in the misconduct. Although this point
could be validly contested, I have included it given
the difficulty that prosecutors would have giving a
pass to a company where, for instance, the CEO
engaged in the unlawful conduct.

s For purposes of this criterion, ‘‘senior leaders’’
means just that: the true top leaders of the upper-
most legal entity within a corporation, i.e., its offi-
cers and directors. In a public company, this would
mean the ‘‘Section 16’’ officers and directors.3

(3) The company must cooperate fully with the
government, including providing evidence and
information against employees, officers, directors,
and agents of the company.

s In most cases, this would require the company to
conduct the type of robust internal investigation
that is already common. The results of the investi-
gation must be fully shared with the government
and the government may direct that additional
steps be taken by the company.

s The company must also cooperate with the govern-
ment to bring prosecutions against individuals.
This would, of course, mean that the company
would be expected to reveal evidence that might
implicate officers, employees, directors, and
agents. In some circumstances, this cooperation
might even include assisting DOJ with proactive in-

vestigations involving undercover agents or wire-
taps.4

(4) The company must agree to implement
appropriate remedial measures to mitigate the
chances for future violations.

s Remedial measures may include disciplining cul-
pable individuals, implementing more robust con-
trols for certain processes, and enhancing the com-
pany’s anticorruption training procedures.

(5) Prior to discovering the misconduct, the company
must have implemented a robust compliance
program.

s Prior to discovering the misconduct at issue, the
company must have implemented a compliance
program with the attributes enumerated in DOJ’s
various deferred prosecution agreements and non-
prosecution agreements. Knowing that having a ro-
bust policy would, if the other criteria of the five-
part plan were met, result in no criminal enforce-
ment action would encourage companies to
implement a robust program.

While DOJ would not bring criminal charges against
a company that successfully passed this test, the gov-
ernment would not want a company to be able to ben-
efit from its ill-gotten gains. The government could re-
cover those gains through either a civil claim for dis-
gorgement of profits brought by the Securities and
Exchange Commission—an action commonly brought
today—or, in cases where the SEC does not act or does
not have jurisdiction to act, through a civil action
brought by DOJ.5

DOJ’s adoption of this policy would be consistent
with the guidance it has issued regarding the charging
of a corporation. Beginning with the so-called Holder
Memo and continuing to the currently extant Filip
Memo, DOJ has issued ‘‘Principles of Federal Prosecu-
tion of Business Organizations.’’6 Several criteria that
federal prosecutors are specifically directed to consider
are contemplated by this proposed policy: voluntary
disclosure and subsequent cooperation with the govern-
ment; the existence and effectiveness of a compliance
program; remedial steps taken; the prosecution of indi-
viduals for the company’s malfeasance; and the ad-
equacy of other remedies, such as civil or regulatory en-
forcement.7 The principles also acknowledge that com-
ponents of DOJ may set specific ‘‘policy goals’’ and
develop prosecution policies accordingly, citing, inter
alia, the Tax Division’s preference for prosecuting re-
sponsible individuals and not corporations for corpo-
rate tax offenses.8

Additionally, adoption of this policy would be in step
with evolving international norms. The recently enacted
U.K. Bribery Act and its Italian analogue both provide
for what has been termed a ‘‘compliance defense,’’ re-

3 See 15 U.S.C. § 78p.

4 Consistent with current DOJ policy, waiver of the protec-
tions accorded by the attorney-client privilege and work-
product doctrine would not be necessary to satisfy this crite-
rion. See U.S. Attorneys’ Manual, Title 9, Chapter 9-28.710.

5 See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 78dd-2(g).
6 U.S. Attorneys’ Manual, Title 9, Chapter 9-28.000.
7 Id. at Chapter 9-28.300
8 Id. at Chapter 9-28.400
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flecting the idea that it is unfair to punish a company
that has put forth reasonable efforts to deter corrup-
tion.9 While my proposed policy requires more than
simply an adequate compliance program and might be
characterized as ‘‘Compliance Defense Plus,’’ it would
help prevent businesses subject to the FCPA from re-
maining on the wrong end of the unlevel playing field.

Proposed Policy Would Benefit
Government and Responsible Corporations
This policy would benefit both responsible corpora-

tions as well as the U.S. government. Perhaps the most
clear and comprehensive benefit to the government
would be the increase in voluntary disclosures that
would surely result from this policy.

Benefits to the U.S. Government. When dealing with
conduct that may have violated the FCPA, a company
commonly must consider whether to self-disclose the
potential violation to U.S. enforcement agencies. Cur-
rently, the decision regarding disclosure must be made
with limited information about whether there are any
clear benefits to such disclosure. Although various DOJ
officials over the years (myself included) have made
generalized statements about the benefits of self-
disclosure, DOJ does not articulate precisely what will
befall a company that discloses. Therefore, a company
considering disclosure is forced to make a series of edu-
cated guesses using past enforcement actions as a very
imperfect guide.

A properly formulated policy would undoubtedly re-
sult in more voluntary disclosures to the government. If
a company met the five-part test set forth above, it
would be far more likely to disclose a potential violation
than if the test did not exist and the company had to
simply guess at its fate. With regard to a company that
could not meet the five-part test—because, for example,
senior leaders were involved or the company did not
have a robust pre-existing compliance program—both
the company and the government would be in the same
position as they are currently and the company would
have to decide whether to disclose without a clear path
in front of it.

Increasing voluntary disclosures is clearly in DOJ’s
interest as cases obviously cannot be prosecuted if they
are not known to the government. DOJ has an interest
in learning about cases involving companies that pass
the five-part test, even if they would not bring charges
against that company, for several reasons.

First, DOJ would be free to prosecute the individuals
involved with the potential violations, including em-
ployees and agents of the company. DOJ officials often
state, and it is inarguably true, that nothing deters
criminal conduct as strongly as successful individual
prosecutions. But DOJ cannot prosecute individuals if it
is unaware of their conduct. While the idea of cooperat-
ing against one’s own employees is not a pleasant one
for any company, if it would escape prosecution by do-
ing so, the company would be hard-pressed not to put
its corporate interests first, disclose the conduct, and
cooperate with the government.

Second, as the freight-forwarder and medical device
series of cases have shown, one disclosure could lead to

multiple enforcement actions. Thus, even if DOJ does
not prosecute the disclosing company, it is free to use
the evidence gathered from that company to pursue
cases against other companies in the same industry or
part of the world.

Additionally, the policy-making side of DOJ has an
interest in learning about as many corrupt schemes as
possible to aid its work with international organizations
such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development and the United Nations, to put pres-
sure on other countries to enforce their own corruption
laws, and to work to reduce the demand side of bribery.

Finally, the policy would deter future violations by
giving a company real incentive to implement a robust
compliance program.

Benefits to a Responsible Corporation. The proposed
policy would also, of course, benefit a responsible cor-
poration. The policy would provide clarity as to what
the company could expect by disclosing a potential vio-
lation to the government, thereby eliminating a source
of great anxiety to management and the board of
directors—not to mention shareholders—and allowing
them to focus more on their actual business. In addition
to providing clarity, the policy would serve to reward a
responsible company where today it would be punished
only through fines and the stigma of criminal charges.

While a company will likely continue to face share-
holder lawsuits following a public disclosure of a cor-
ruption problem, the lack of a criminal proceeding and
criminal penalties would greatly reduce the harm occa-
sioned by these civil lawsuits.

Finally, for a company that is also a government con-
tractor, the lack of criminal charges would substantially
mitigate the risk of debarment.

The FCPA’s Unique Posture
The FCPA is one of thousands of criminal laws on the

federal government’s books. One might naturally ask
whether DOJ should adopt a charging policy unique to
just this one statute, as opposed to the thousands of
other laws on the federal books. It is a fair question but
one with several positive answers.

First, the FCPA has been recognized and treated as
different by the U.S. government since its passage in
1977. To my knowledge, it is the only statute (and cer-
tainly the only major white-collar criminal statute) that
provides for soliciting an opinion from DOJ as to
whether prospective conduct would violate the stat-
ute.10 It is also one of just a few, select statutes to be
prosecuted centrally from one DOJ office. The over-
whelming majority of federal criminal statutes may be
brought by each of the country’s U.S. Attorney’s Of-
fices, but FCPA actions may be brought only by the
Fraud Section of the Criminal Division within Main Jus-
tice.11

Second, the international nature of all FCPA prosecu-
tions, while not unique, is certainly unusual compared
with other federal criminal statutes. An FCPA violation
is one of just a handful of crimes that, by definition, in-
volves conduct outside the United States. And, unlike
most other statutes, the main purpose of the statute, at

9 Bribery Act, 2010, c. 23, § 7(2) (U.K.); Legislative Decree 8
June 2001, no. 231 (It.).

10 28 C.F.R. § 80 (2011) (setting forth the guidelines for the
FCPA Opinion Procedure Release process).

11 U.S. Attorneys’ Manual, Title 9, Chapter 9-47.110.
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least arguably, is to have an effect on a country other
than the United States, i.e., to deter corruption in other
countries.

Third, the FCPA is notable among U.S. criminal laws
for the divergence between the conduct it criminalizes
and the pressure to engage in that same conduct in
many parts of the world. All nations have anti-
corruption statutes on their books, but in many those
statutes are honored mainly in the breach. The violation
of these statutes by the countries’ business and govern-
ment elite puts enormous pressure on companies sub-
ject to the FCPA looking to do business in those coun-
tries. This puts the FCPA on a different footing than
other white collar crimes that, while perhaps more com-
mon than we would like, are not an accepted way of do-
ing business in the United States. This pressure to en-
gage in corruption cannot and should not excuse illicit
conduct, but it is a reality that should be recognized in
some fashion.

Fourth, evidence of FCPA violations is often found
only overseas. Because the vast majority of conduct that
goes into a FCPA violation occurs outside the United
States, evidence of that conduct is usually only found
outside the United States. This is the main reason DOJ
so often relies on a company to hire a law firm and con-
duct its own investigation as opposed to doing the bulk
of the investigative work itself. DOJ cannot, without
great difficulty, fly to other countries to interview their
citizens, but corporate law firms can do so at the drop
of a hat. DOJ does have ways to collect evidence from
foreign countries, but these methods are inefficient,
awkward, and time-consuming. Because of this, DOJ
must rely on corporate internal investigations and on
companies incriminating themselves in the process.
Currently, DOJ is asking companies to do this but with-
out a clearly defined policy articulating the benefits of
doing so.

Fifth, in at least one other circumstance, DOJ has re-
alized that a unique crime merits a unique prosecution
policy. Recognizing that a Section 1 antitrust viola-
tion,12 by definition, constitutes a multi-actor con-
spiracy, DOJ has successfully implemented a program

that grants amnesty to the first company to report po-
tential violations to the department.13 This policy is uni-
versally recognized as a success and has resulted in the
recovery of more than $5 billion since 1996.14

Conclusion
Current FCPA enforcement policy punishes rather

than rewards companies that do all they can reasonably
be expected to do to deter corruption and to cooperate
with the government. This has led to an FCPA legisla-
tive reform movement that has gained considerable mo-
mentum over the past 18 months. DOJ can blunt most
of these efforts with a shift in its prosecution policy that
rewards responsible companies while at the same time
serves important government interests and continues
DOJ’s fight against international corruption. 15

12 15 U.S.C. § 1.

13 DOJ Antitrust Division, Corporate Leniency Policy (Aug.
10, 1992) (‘‘Leniency will be granted to a corporation reporting
illegal activity before an investigation has begun, if, [among
other conditions,]: [A]t the time the corporation comes for-
ward to report the illegal activity, the Division has not received
information about the illegal activity being reported from any
other source.’’).

14 Scott D. Hammond, deputy assistant attorney general for
criminal enforcement, Antitrust Division, The Evolution of
Criminal Antitrust Enforcement Over the Last Two Decades,
National Institute on White Collar Crime (Feb. 25, 2010), avail-
able at http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/speeches/255515.htm.
At any one time, DOJ has approximately 50 antitrust investiga-
tions open, with ‘‘more than half of [those] investigations . . .
initiated, or . . . advanced by, information received from a leni-
ency applicant.’’ Id.

15 For further reading, I refer the reader to a thoughtful and
thorough article written by Bob Tarun and Peter Tomczak in
2010, which posits a FCPA leniency program modeled on the
Antitrust Division’s leniency program. See Robert W. Tarun &
Peter P. Tomczak, A Proposal for a United States Department
of Justice Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Leniency Policy, 47
AM. CRIM. L. REV. 153 (2010). That proposal and my proposal
have several differences with the most important being: (1) the
Tarun/Tomczak proposal provides for mitigation of the penalty
assessed against a company qualifying for amnesty where my
proposal provides for no penalty and (2) the Tarun/Tomczak
proposal provides for amnesty for certain employees, includ-
ing culpable employees, where my proposal does not.
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